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Your ultimate aim is to get to know these people voice-to-voice, face-to-face on a professional, and even
personal, level. If you have an industry you know well, trades tend to pay solid rates and will assign you
regularly if they like you. That was six years ago, and once my ego stopped spinning off its axis, I realized the
challenge had just begun. Think back on the types of stories you enjoyed most, or did a lot of. Trade
publications such as Ad Age or Builder magazine have been a bright spot in print, thriving thanks to their
targeted audience, which still draws advertisers. Like niche columnists, reviewers must prove they possess
in-depth knowledge of or experience in their subject. Write about yacht-building, or strip-mall developers?
Details of the Cookies used by Our Site are set out in section 13, below; "Cookie Law" means the relevant
parts of the Privacy and Electronic Communications EC Directive Regulations ; "Personal Data" means any
and all data that relates to an identifiable person who can be directly or indirectly identified from that data.
Primary Sidebar. There are magazines and online news outlets that can also be targeted. Staff journalists are
often general-assignment reporters, taking any and all topics. Copycat efforts rarely dazzle anyone. These are
reports on trends, emerging product features, or challenges an industry faces. And, significantly, this is not
something you can read up on but it is what you generate from your own head. Downloading success The
other hot trend in blogging is content downloads linked within a longform blog post. What are the most
popular events in your region? Some of these are projects for businesses and some for publications: 1. Niche
or specialty columns provide practical information on a single subject, say, bird watching, computer games or
herbal medicine. Subscribe to my blog to see a report example. Pitch stories about the subjects of those events
to in-flight, trade and specialty magazines. Data will only be shared and used within the bounds of the law.
The difference is, readers will have to put in their email to get this download. The end quote is a good way to
sum things up. If you are quoting more than one person with different points of view in your story, you cannot
end with a quote from just one of them. Is this something my readers can relate to? Learn a new skill I meet
many starving writers who focus on writing personal essays. In this case, it means personal data that you give
to Us via Our Site. Specifically, We may use your data for the following purposes: 6. Think of topics such as
taxes, solar energy or smartphones. If the gig is local and you write well, a local paper is likely to use your
work. Can you take a different angle or approach to help answer those questions? Review columns offer
critical commentary on movies, restaurants, books, plays and music. Friedman: www. This is because it is a
lot easier to sell a newspaper article than a book, especially if you're writing a piece of local interest and are
approaching a local publication. Remember those word games in which one person would come up with a
word and then every other person would have to somehow come up with a related one? Does that magazine
have a book division, or do trade-show magazines on the side? Most pages on a typical site are conveying
facts â€” telling the story of how the company was founded, what it does, announcing news developments at
the firm, or relating the bios of the leadership team. In other words, basic storytelling. Closing quotation Find
something that sums the article up in a few words.


